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we can be certain is that the parcelling out of the Chinese
coast into “spheres of influence,” by powers which believe
in strict protection, cannot be favourable to our own trade ;
and that the more that the policy of the “ open door” for all

commerce in the Celestial empire is maintained, the better
will it be for Great Britain, Monopoly in a part will not
compensate us for losing the power of competition in the
whole,

Australia was in 1800 still very imperfectly known, though,
as we have already had occasion to mention, an English

convict settlement had been planted at Port Earl
Jackson some twelve years before. But even development
down to 1802 its shape was so little known that °f Australia,

the great island of "Tasmania was supposed to form part
of it, As long as the region was nothing more than
a place of punishment for those “who left their country for
their country’s good,” it was not likely to develop fast or
happily. But, after the peace of Vienna, the capacities of
the vast plains of Eastern Australia began to be known; no
region so well suited for pastoral enterprises on the largest
scale exists in all the world. Free settlers provided with
some little capital began to drift in, and to plant their stations
on the broad grassy upland of New South Wales, where sheep
and cattle soon began to multiply at an astounding rate.

But for a whole generation the unsavoury
: . : Gradual

convict element continued to predominate, abolition of
and to give the continent a bad name, Fortu- the convict

. . . 2 settlements.

nately the ameliorations of the English criminal
law between 1820 and 1840, began to diminish the
depth of the stream of ruffianism which was poured into
Australia year by ycar, while the free colonists grew more
humerous as the opening for the sheep farmer began to be
realized. "The feeling among them as to the further
importation cf zönvicts zrew so strong, that ‚he British
Government diverted “we als stream from New South


